
CORRESPONDENCE 



From: Thomas Testaverde [mailto:midnightsunjr@gmail.comJ. 

Sent: Friday, December 16, 2016 11:12 AM 

To: Andrew J. Applegate <aapplegate@nefmc.org> 

Subject: Yes to Limited access 

My name is Tom Testaverde jr. I am the captain of the f/v Midnight Sun. I have fished for whiting for 

over 20 years along side my father and my uncles Joe Testaverde and John Testaverde. We have fished 

all the areas from Munson, Atlantis ,Hudson canyon to cultivator,cape cod, ptown, small mesh area 2 

and Ipswich bay traditionally every year. we depend on this industry every year for our income my 

father fish year round for whiting and a few months groundfish and because of that we got screwed out 

our groundfish quota so we depend on whiting even more these days. I am in full support of the limited 

entry to help sustain this fishery in the right direction to the many traditional whiting vessels who 

depend on it year after year and not becoming over fished in the northern area unlike the southern area 

which is seeing that trend start to happen and that is a much larger area with more boats so to not limit 

the entrants to historic participants in the fishery will be a step in the wrong direction especially in the 

northern area NOTHING swill stop much larger vessels from fishing these small management areas 

increasing the red hake bycatch and groundfish bycatch and decreasing the price per pound back to the 

boat this year was a clear indicator about that concern as the price of whiting was 20-25 cents before 

shipping and wharf fees boats earned .05 .10 cents if lucky all because of a few extra small day boat 

vessels. Some new entry's were witnessed by other vessels to have been using cookie ground cables in 

the Ipswich Bay Area or using a 2 1/2 inch codend and brining in over there limit of 7500 these cases 

bring a negative impact to the fishery that we haven't experienced before this industry needs limited 

entry to sustain itself for the future not open the flood gates to failure and more management issues in 

the future all of the real stake holders in the whiting industry want limited access the only ones who do 

not are the ones who just jumped in this past couple years and have not fished it year after year 

Tommy Testaverde jr 

F/V Midnight Sun 



From: SALVATORE NOVELLO <snovello@verizon.net> utc 1 g 2016 
To: SALVATORE NOVELLO <snovello@verizon.net> 

Sent: Saturday, December 17, 2016 4:24PM 

Subject: MID-ATLANTIC & S.N.E. FISH STOCKS ARE LEAVING SOUTHERN WATERS BECAUSE OF OUR 

WARMING OCEANS ARE MOVING NORTH?? 

TO N.O.A.A. & N.E.F.M.C., 

Because of our warming oceans temperatures fish & squid stocks are moving into north for cooler 

waters to survive . 

In the near future, these stocks will be moving into GULF OF MAINE WATERS and these stocks will 

be more abundant here, than in the southern waters . 

Most of G.OF M. FISHERMEN have very little quota of these stocks and most have no quota at 

all! 

OUR REGULATORS AND MANAGEMENT COUNSEL SHOULD BE ADDRESSING THIS ISSUE NOW. 

Today in G.of M. ,most of fishermen and boats are now out of commercial fishing, at one time 

there was 2500 fishing permits in the fishing industry, today I believe there about 200 active permits 

left . Most of these permits are small family day boats who are struggling to stay in business, fishing ? 

It would be a devastating disaster to our natural fishing resources and having G.of M. Fishermen 

dump these fish because of a lack of quotas, Regulators and Management should considering 

,using incidental catch limits on new stocks . Example- 2000 lbs, per trip 

All Gulf of Maine communities & fishermen would benefit, by using incidental catch limits in G.of 

M waters! 

N.O.A.A. & N.E.F.M.C. MUST MAKE CHANGES, AS OUR OCEANS CHANGES ?? 

SAM NOVELLO 

GULF of MAINE FISHING CAPTAIN 



Sherie Goutier 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Hannah Willey <dogfishbakeries@icloud.com> 
Friday, December 30, 2016 8:13 PM 
comments 
Limited Entry For Whiting 

Q 
rr JAN- 3 2017 

NEW ENGU\UD FISHERY 
MANAGEMENT COUNCIL 

The limited entry for the whiting fishery is not a new idea. It has been on the list for many years but due to a groundfish 
crisis it was put on the back burner. This topic was brought about Due to an industry and fishery management concern 
over a influx of vessels from the groundfish sector to the small mesh fishery that would have a very negative impact on 
the stocks and market in New York and the past few years have proven that. The red hake stock which is caught with 
whiting has been deemed overfished and has a low total allowable catch limit and trip limits in place to help rebuild the 
stock. This year with the added pressure of new participation the catch limit was reached in 11 days and was cut from 
3,0001bs to 1,500 then 4 days later was decreased further to 4001bs.The added vessels contributed to the premature 
closure of red hake. The fishery is managed in the northern part by gear restrictions the net is required to be a raised 
foot rope trawl designed to fish just off bottom and bare wire ground cables to decrease the herding effect of groundfish 
species like cod and flounders and it is very effective at it. Provided It is a very clean fishery with the gear restrictions the 
limited access will help to insure that less vessels will have less bycatch in turn more vessels will have more bycatch!!! 
New participants do not have the knowledge on proper rigging of the gear and areas to fish and areas to avoid 
bycatch.For example this year a new vessel was towing cookie ground cables (rubber discs that cover the wire cable) 
which would increase herding of flatfish and increase bycatch and is illegal. Just because this is a heathy stock DOES NOT 
MEAN OPEN THE FLOOD GATES to increased fishing pressure in such a small fishing areas.The scallop fishery is 
sustainable and msc certified that doesn't mean we should let everybody fish that also. limited access is in a lot of 
fisheries to protect from overfishing due to increase pressure and other reasons. Another big reason and concern from 
industry is market conditions. The New York whiting market is a very touchy market that cannot handle the increased 
volume which was evident this year where there was too much fish flooding the market from Gloucester alone to where 
the price was .5-.15 cents a pound to the boat. Some boats went in the hole after unloading and shipping cost were paid 
where they made no money. this was foretold by the experienced whiting fishermen to some of the new comers who 
didn't believe a few extra small day boats could do that. This is hurting the seasoned whiting fishermen who fish this 
stock year after year and depend on it unlike some boats who pounded cod and flounders all year and never diversified 
in the past in other fisheries and now are hung out to dry with the groundfish quota cuts. The groundfish quotas were 
divided up by landings history in a qualifying time period some people won big and some people lost big in that 
distribution of fishing privileges and this is no different. The vessels who have not cared to enter the fisheries in the past 
should not be allowed participation or be at the low end of the qualification. This fishery will not Handle the added 
pressure and the market will not handle the added volume. limited entry is the best solution to this problem to keep the 
fishery sustainable and not over fished for the current full time and seasonal participants from Maine, New Hampshire, 
Massachusetts, Rhode Island ,Connecticut, New York, New Jersey and other states. 

Northern whiting management area association and Gloucesterwhiting.com 

Sent from my iPhone 
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Woneta Cloutier 

From: ttesty@comcast.net 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Tuesday, March 07, 2017 3:57 PM ri ,:~11 
comments ! 1 i J! l ' ~-.) 

Limited access qualification silver hake fisr1~rY' 

To council chairman DR. John Quinn 
ic_;-:{y 

(.~CJUNCIL 

I am writing in strong suppmi of a limited access program for 'whiting' silver hake ,red hake off shore hake . I 
have been in favor since we first tried doing it about 15-20 years ago and it got side tracked because of all the 
ground fish problems .I STRONGLY suppOii either the first or second alternatives and STRONGLY support 
the control date ofnov.28 2012 this is the third time it has been changed and should now stay .Whiting should 
be treated like all the other limited fisheries and should not be any different from the others like 
squid,butterfish, monks, herring etc. When they were put in .Like the people who got SCREWEDout of ground 
fish. WHO qualifies for it qualifies not letting it be a wide open fisheries anymore.In the last few years I have 
seen effort almost double from what it was about 4-5 years ago . Yes the stock is healthy at this point in time 
because of the effort oflong time stake holders in this fisheries by using bigger mesh sizes ,putting in trip 
limits,area limits and most of all using the raised foot rope trawl in the northern area probably the reason the 
northern stocks are healthier than the southern stocks. By not putting in a limited access program we risk the 
chance of early closures to the whiting fisheries because of all the extra effort put on red hake and other by 
catch it could potentially see early closures and put HISTORICALLY whiting fishermen out ofbusiness.The 
counsel or the decision makers should not deviate from all the other limited access programs it implemented in 
the past .I have seen a lot of new comer's going whiting fishing just for lobster bait its a waste of valuable food 
source this fisheries SHOULD NOT BE MADE INTO A BAIT FISHERIES . As we all know a lot of extra 
effort is because of the ground fish crisis and the cost of buying fish .These newcomers don't care about this 
fisheries they are just buying time till the stocks recover more ask if they would give up some of their quota to 
the vessels that got hardy any fish to fish with ? Another reason is because dogfish has been less in the whiting 
areas then in years past and we all know what a pain dogs are in nets especially fine twine .If perhaps nothing 
can be put into effect maybe should we look into a quota system remember a guy with a lot of ground fish 
quota who wants to go whiting fishing at this time can BUT most historical whiting boats with hardly 
any quota cant go ground fishing without heavy $$$ financial burden. 

Thomas 
Testaverde 

F/V Midnight 
Sun 
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